
ARNOLD AND GUGI - MOVING IN - PILOT BY TAL HERSHKOVICH

LIVING ROOM EVENING

GUGI sits on the couch drinks beer and switches channels

on the screen with a remote control, he looks completely

bored.

TV SCREEN

Oh John where have you been all

my life, I’ve been waiting for...

Gugi Yawns

switch channel.

TV SCREEN

...and will know that you will

always be there for me

Gugi drink from the beer can

switch channel

TV SCREEN

You are like a family to me, and

what is a family if not a...

Gugi throws the beer can

switch channel

TV SCREEN

George you can’t survive alone in

the world without...

Sound of doorbell, Gugi’s eyes open wide

TV SCREEN

It’s time for a change George

Gugi switches off the TV

ENTRANCE DOOR

The doorbell rings again excessively. Gugi comes and opens

the door.

ARNOLD a skinny tall muppet struggles with a huge backpack

that he carries. He holds a note with pictures of a very

luxus flat.

ARNOLD

Is this Flat 437 with a room to

sublet from the online ad?

Gugi scans Arnold with his eyes from bottom to top.
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GUGI

visiting hour was at 08:00 in the

morning, not evening.

Arnold looks at the ad, and then tries to look inside,

trying to push himself through

ARNOLD

Can I just come in to see the

flat, I really need a place to

cra...

The top of the backpack gets stuck in the door’s lintel,

and Arnold slips over and falls down off screen.

Gugi smirks. He lifts the backpack like a feather, and

puts it away.

Arnold smells.

ARNOLD

What is this..?

Zoomout to an establish shot of the flat, completely

trashed with Beer cans, dirty dishes, trash bags piled up.

ARNOLD

smell?

Arnold walks toward the kitchen.

ARNOLD

so I guess you don’t really

separate your garbage?

GUGI

Only sleeping room is for sublet,

Couch and kitchen are mines.

Arnold reaches the kitchen counter, which is piled up with

dishes and dirt.

ARNOLD

So how exactly am I supposed to

eat and work here?

Gugi Lifts his hand and shoves everything to the sink

which piles up with the rest of the dishes.

GUGI

So you said that you work?

Arnold lifts his computer and puts it on the table.

ARNOLD

I’m working on my thesis, and

developing my maker projects.
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GUGI

Huh? so you make lots of money

with this maker stuff?

ARNOLD

Money?! What? No man! This is not

about the money! This is about

the revolution of the free

spirit.

Arnold types on his laptop very fast with vicious eyes

ARNOLD

My project will destroy the

capitalist system that have

destroyed mother earth!

GUGI

So you plan to pay the part of

your rent with...?

ARNOLD

with my social-housing welfare

program of course.

Arnold pulls out a bureaucracy form with lots of crowded

text.

ARNOLD

and I need you to sign on this

form saying that I sublet a room

from you.

Gugi ignores Arnold, he opens a beer and goes to sit on

his couch.

GUGI

so you are one of those

parasites, that don’t want to

contribute anything to society?

Gugi drinks his beer, throws it, lays back, and grabs the

remote control.

Arnold looks at his form

ARNOLD

If it’s such a big deal I can

sign it myself. all I need is

just a copy of your signature

GUGI

I guess you got no one that would

ever do it for you

Arnold goes to the fridge.
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ARNOLD

and I don’t think anyone would

sublet this pig hole together

with you.

Arnold opens the fridge, there is a dead body of a pig in

the fridge with flies running out.

He closes the fridge immediately and covers his face.

ARNOLD

OK, now that’s a problem.

ENTERANCE DOOR

sound of keys. the door opens, Gugi enters the house. he

lays down his toolbox on a shelf then He turns.

Zoomout to establish shot of the flat completely clean and

organized, with a flower vessel standing on the kitchen

counter and steam coming from the pots

GUGI

mmmm, it smells good

Gugi walks towards the pots with the nose leading him.

He brings his head toward the pot.

Arnold closes the pot with its cover.

ARNOLD

If you want to eat from my stuff,

then you have to to repeat after

me

Arnold puts his hand on his chest, and Gugi repeats.

ARNOLD

I hereby declare that I will

never eat anymore meat in my

lifetime, and swear alliance to

protect planet earth and all of

its residences.

Gugi repeats and mumbles the words unclear

Gugi looks at the pot with lust.

GUGI

Yes, OK, I promise, I promise

Arnold lets go of the cover, Gugi lifts the pot and

swallows it in a bite with joy.

Arnold comes with a box and shoves it towards gugi
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ARNOLD

I found all this letters around

the house while cleaning

Gugi grabs one of the letters

GUGI

What’s that?

ARNOLD

looks like you got some serious

debts.

Gugi holds a letter up side down, and tries to read it. He

scratches his head.

GUGI

Do you know any good lawyers?

ARNOLD

I can help you with that,

but if you want my help then it

will cost you with my part of the

rent for the month.

Gugi pushes the letters box towards Arnold

GUGI

It’s a deal!

There is a wooden cube, a handsaw and different plastic

pieces on the counter next to Arnold.

Arnold tries to cut the cube with the handsaw.

ARNOLD

First I start with crafting a

rubber stamp

Arnold does a clumsy move and cuts his hand with the

handsaw and screams.

Foam comes out of his finger.

GUGI

Looks like you need a hand

Gugi puts his toolbox on the counter and opens it. when he

opens the cover, it unfolds into a new shelf and another

shelf and another several times, each shelf has different

set of tools inside.

Gugi takes a carving tool and carves the wood quickly into

a shape of a rubberstamp

Gugi and Arnold work together like in a chain factory,

Gugi stamps the papers and pass them to Arnold. Arnold

scans them in a special scanner connected to the computer.
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They shake hands. Gugi’s hand dissolves to

LIVING ROOM

Gugi’s hand plays with a game controller on his couch,

with beer and food next to him

Arnold walks behind him, smelling.

ARNOLD

What is this horrible smell?

I just cleaned here yesterday

Arnold enters the kitchen. There are dishes and flies on

the counter. He takes out the cover from a pot and looks

inside. There are bones with flies flying around.

ARNOLD

What’s this?? you’ve broken your

vow! You filthy carnivore!

and you think I’m going to clean

this for you? Ah? You filthy pig.

GUGI

Your one month contract is anyway

over, you are not even supposed

to be here

Arnold tries to lift his backpack, he almost falls over,

while he goes towards the door.

ARNOLD

actually if you could read you

would know that it was a life

time contract, but anyway who

would want to live with a dirty

proll like you. I’m sure someone

else will be happy to get my

welfare money

GUGI

oh, come on you are such a drama

queen.

Arnold Tries to open the door, but the door is locked.

He searches in his pockets.

ARNOLD

OK, where are my keys?

Gugi takes the keys lying on the couch and puts them under

his butt

ARNOLD

Can you at least open the door

you lazy bumm.

Gugi smirks while he stares at the screen ignoring Arnold.
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GUGI

No idea where they are

Arnold’s head appear outside of a tent lying on the floor

next to the door

ARNOLD

If you are preventing my freedom

of movement and not letting me

out, then I declare this property

as occupied!

Arnold’s head goes inside the tent he zips it and a flag

pops out


